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Key Areas of Strength Key Areas of Weakness
 • Generous R&D and IP-specific 

tax incentives in place

 • Fairly advanced national IP framework

 • Major life sciences IP rights in place

 • Administrative and judicial mechanisms for 
addressing online copyright infringement

 • Public consultation during policy 
formation and efforts to raise awareness 
of IP importance present

 • Registration requirements for 
licensing agreements

 • Regulation 2019/933 and existing SPC 
exemption for exports of biopharmaceuticals 
poses significant risk to Italy’s and the EU’s 
research and IP-based biopharma industry

http://www.uschamber.com/ipindex
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Indicator Score
Category 1: Patents, Related Rights and Limitations 8.00

1. Patent term of protection 1.00

2. Patentability requirements 0.75

3. Patentability of computer-implemented 
inventions (CIIs) 1.00

4. Plant variety protection, term of protection 1.00

5. Pharmaceutical-related patent enforcement and 
resolution mechanism 0.50

6. Legislative criteria and use of compulsory 
licensing of patented products and technologies 1.00

7. Patent term restoration for pharmaceutical products 0.75

8. Membership of a Patent Prosecution Highway 
(PPH) 1.00

9. Patent opposition 1.00

Category 2: Copyrights, Related Rights,  
and Limitations 4.66

10. Copyright (and related rights) term of protection 0.66

11. Legal measures which provide necessary 
exclusive rights that prevent infringement of 
copyrights and related rights (including Web 
hosting, streaming, and linking)

0.50

12. Expeditious injunctive-style relief and disabling of 
infringing content online 1.00

13. Availability of frameworks that promote 
cooperative action against online piracy 0.75

14. Scope of limitations and exceptions to copyrights 
and related rights 0.50

15. Technological protection measures (TPM) and 
digital rights management (DRM) legislation 0.50

16. Clear implementation of policies and guidelines 
requiring that any proprietary software used on 
government ICT systems should be licensed 
software

0.75

Category 3: Trademarks, Related Rights,  
and Limitations 3.00

17. Trademarks term of protection (renewal periods) 1.00

18. Protection of well-known marks 0.75

19. Legal measures available that provide necessary 
exclusive rights to redress unauthorized uses of 
trademarks

0.75

20. Availability of frameworks that promote action 
against online sale of counterfeit goods 0.50

Category 4: Design Rights, Related Rights,  
and Limitations 1.75

21. Industrial design term of protection 1.00

22. Legal measures available that provide necessary 
exclusive rights to redress unauthorized use of 
industrial design rights

0.75

Category 5: Trade Secrets and the Protection  
of Confidential Information 2.75

23. Protection of trade secrets (civil remedies) 1.00

24. Protection of trade secrets (criminal sanctions) 0.75

25. Regulatory data protection term 1.00

Indicator Score
Category 6: Commercialization of IP Assets and 
Market Access 5.00

26. Barriers to market access 1.00

27. Barriers to technology transfer 0.75

28. Registration and disclosure requirements of 
licensing deals 0.50

29. Direct government intervention in setting 
licensing terms 1.00

30. IP as an economic asset 0.75

31. Tax incenstives for the creation of IP assets 1.00

Category 7: Enforcement 5.04

32. Physical counterfeiting rates 0.72

33. Software piracy rates 0.57

34. Civil and precedural remedies 0.75

35. Pre-established damages and/or mechanisms for 
determining the amount of damages generated 
by infringement

0.50

36. Criminal standards including minimum 
imprisonment and minimum fines 0.50

37. Effective border measures 1.00

38. Transparency and public reporting by customs 
authorities of trade-related IP infringement 1.00

Category 8: Systemic Efficiency 4.75

39. Coordination of IP rights enforcement 1.00

40. Consultation with stakeholders during IP policy 
formation 1.00

41. Educational campaigns and awareness raising 1.00

42. Targeted incentives for the creation and use of IP 
assets for SMEs 0.75

43. IP-intensive industries, national economic impact 
analysis 1.00

Category 9: Membership and Ratification of 
International Treaties 6.75

44. WIPO Internet Treaties 1.00

45. Singapore Treaty on the Law of Trademarks 
and Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement 
Concerning the International Registration of Marks

1.00

46. Patent Law Treaty and Patent Cooperation Treaty 0.75

47. Membership of the International Convention for the 
Protection of New Varieties of Plants, Act of 1991 1.00

48. Membership of the Convention on Cybercrime, 
2001 1.00

49. The Hague Agreement Concerning the 
International Registration of Industrial Designs 1.00

50. At least one post-TRIPS FTA with substantive IP 
provisions and chapters in line with international 
best practices

1.00

Total Score:  
41.70
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Spotlight on the National IP Environment

Past Editions versus Current Scores

Italy’s overall score has increased from 83.15% 
(41.57 out of 50) in the ninth edition to 83.40% 
(41.70 out of 50) in the tenth edition. This 
reflects a score increase on indicator 32.

Copyrights, Related Rights, and Limitations

11. Legal measures which provide necessary 
exclusive rights that prevent infringement 
of copyrights and related rights (including 
Web hosting, streaming, and linking) and 12. 
Expeditious injunctive-style relief and disabling 
of infringing content online: As noted over 
the course of the Index, Italy has historically 
been one of the more challenging EU Member 
States for rightsholders to effectively enforce 
their copyrights. The Italian Copyright Law, No. 
633, provides for general exclusive copyrights 
and neighboring rights, and Decree 70/2003 
on Electronic Commerce introduced rights and 
penalties specific to the online sphere. Law 
67/2014 and Decree 28/2015 reduced or removed 
penalties for crimes that were punishable by five 
years’ imprisonment or less, including the majority 
of copyright violations. Although exceptions were 
identified, the language on these was ambiguous 
and thus introduced uncertainty as to the penalties 
applicable for copyright infringement. As a 
result, online piracy has been a major problem 
in Italy, with wide access to illegal cyberlockers 
and linking sites operated outside Italy.

Estimates on copyright piracy have traditionally 
been high—estimates from the mid-2010s by the 
Sturza Institute placed music piracy at around 
50% and film piracy at just under 40%—with 
enforcement efforts generally having lagged behind 
other European economies. While there are still 
significant challenges facing rightsholders in Italy, 
the last few years has seen a significant increase in 
enforcement activity through the introduction and 

active use of injunctive-style relief mechanisms. 

The EU’s E-Commerce Directive (2000/31/EC), 
Articles 12-14, combined with the Copyright 
Directive (2001/29/EC), Article 8(3), enable a 
court or administrative authority to require ISPs to 
terminate or prevent copyright infringement by third 
parties using their services, and lay the basis for 
injunctive-style relief against infringing websites in 
all EU Member States (while still providing a safe 
harbor for ISPs). Several years’ worth of case law 
from the CJEU (including Case C-610/15, Brien/
Ziggo) suggests that this provision extends to 
disabling access to torrent websites, which are 
perceived by the CJEU as under the umbrella of a 
“communication to the public” per EU copyright 
law. Similarly, in Italy the Italian Communications 
Regulatory Authority (AGCOM) is empowered to 
receive complaints from rightsholders and order 
ISPs to remove or prevent access to illegally 
published content. The agency’s legal remit 
has been strengthened over the course of the 
Index. Rule 490/13/CONS, adopted in October 
2018, strengthens the agency’s power to fight 
the most damaging online violations. The rule 
has allowed AGCOM to ask ISPs to implement 
notice and stay-down measures, and to issue 
preliminary injunctions that disable access to 
infringing websites within three days upon receiving 
notification from the rightsholder, including 
“dynamic injunctions” that address alias sites. 

The necessity of these types of stay-down 
mechanisms have also been supported through 
several court rulings. For instance, in April 2018 
(in a case involving Mondadori SPA and the main 
national ISPs), the Court of Milan defined the 
requirement to disable access to current and future 
domain names as “the most appropriate technical 
measures” to prevent copyright infringement. 
In addition, jurisprudence from Italian courts 
has established the responsibility of ISPs to 
remove access to copyright-infringing content 

http://www.uschamber.com/ipindex
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online when made aware of it (including the 2016 
Court of Rome decision in Break Media v. Reti 
Televisive Italiane). Similarly, Article 195 of Decree 
Law 34 of May 2020 (Decreto Rilancio) expands 
AGCOM’s powers to protect copyrighted works 
through social platforms and telephone or instant 
messaging platforms—violations that up until 
now had escaped the authority’s jurisdiction. 

In the event of non-compliance with AGCOM’s 
orders, an administrative fine can be issued worth 
from EUR10,000 up to 2% of the turnover achieved 
in the financial year closed prior to notification of 
the dispute. AGCOM has been an active user of 
these powers. As of October 2019, AGCOM had 
launched 1,123 compliance procedures; of these, 
723 resulted in a compliance order and most of 
the others resulted in spontaneous removal of the 
disputed content. With respect to foreign-hosted 
sites, AGCOM has ordered the relevant domestic 
ISP (“conduit provider”) to disable Italian users’ 
access to infringing sites. The result has been 
a steady improvement in the Italian copyright 
environment. In a separate development, like many 
other EU Member States, Italy is currently in the 
process of transposing Directive 2019/790 on 
copyright and related rights in the Digital Single 
Market. In the fall of 2020, the Italian Senate 
(European Affairs Chamber) had approved a 
draft version of the law and transmitted it back 
to the government with comments. This was 
followed up in April 2021 with the promulgation 
of Law 53, 2021 (Legge di delegazione europea 
2019-2020) delegating power to the government 
to issue implementing legislation for relevant 
EU laws, including legislative changes relating 
to the adoption of Directive 2019/790. Article 9 
of this law provides fairly detailed instructions 
on what areas implementing legislation should 
focus on and define, including with respect to 
Article 17, the so-called “upload filter.” At the time 
of research, no draft implementing legislative 
decree had been issued by the government.   

Systemic Efficiency

43. IP-intensive industries, national economic 
impact analysis: As has been noted in previous 
editions of the Index, various Italian government 
departments and agencies are engaged in 
understanding and measuring the impact IP 
rights have on economic activity. For example, 
the Italian Patent and Trademark Office (Ufficio 
Italiano Brevetti e Marchi) has sponsored several 
studies on the negative impact of counterfeiting. 
The Italian Senate and police have also looked 
at specific IP rights and sectors, attempting to 
quantify the negative impact of counterfeiting and 
piracy. This has been done for the counterfeiting 
of agricultural and foodstuff products. 

As a Member State of the European Union 
and contracting party to the European Patent 
Convention, the Italian government also takes part 
in the multitude of research efforts conducted by 
European institutions. A whole swathe of European 
institutions study the economic impact of IP-
intensive industries in the EU and Europe. Major 
institutions that publish studies and research on 
various aspects of the economics of IP-intensive 
industries include the EPO, EUIPO, EUROSTAT, 
and the European Commission. The latest such 
study is the 2019 IPR-Intensive Industries and 
Economic Performance in the European Union 
published by the EUIPO and EPO. This study 
found that IP-intensive industries contributed an 
estimated 46.9% of Italian GDP, on average, in 
the time period 2014-16. Similarly, with respect 
to employment, an estimated 31.5% of the Italian 
labor force worked in IP-intensive industries. 
This important work continued in 2021 with the 
release of Intellectual Property Rights and Firm 
Performance in the European Union. Co-produced 
by the EPO and EUIPO, this report examines 
the relationship between IP rights and rates of 
economic activity at the firm level. Overall, the 
report finds that European businesses that own 
at least one registered form of IP right (patents, 
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designs, or trademarks) have, on average, 20% 
higher revenues per employee than businesses 
with no registered IP portfolio. Similarly, the report 
found that firms with registered IP rights also 
pay higher wages—19% higher, on average. The 
EPO and EUIPO should be congratulated for the 
production of this report and for their leadership 
on providing detailed statistical data and economic 
analysis of the socio-economic benefits of IP rights. 
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